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Indian Institute of Technology Mandi 

 

School of Civil and Environmental Engineering (SCENE)   18-07-2024 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Shortlisted Criteria for Recruitment Drive for Reserved Categories 

(OBC(NCL)/SC/ST) admissions in M.Tech. (Research) +Ph.D. (Dual degree) 

recruitm(ODD Semester) August, 2024 in different discipline of Civil 

Engineering. 

 

School of Civil and Environmental Engineering had called applications for the M.Tech. 

(Research)+Ph.D. (Dual degree) program in different disciplines of Civil Engineering. 

The minimum qualifications for applying to M.Tech. (Research)+Ph.D. (Dual degree) 

program in Civil Engineering at IIT Mandi were advertised in the institute website. 

1. Geotechnical Engineering  

2. Structural/Earthquake Engineering 

3. Environmental Engineering 

4. Remote Sensing and Geoinformatics Engineering 

5. Water Resource Engineering 

6. Transportation Engineering 

The following shortlisting criteria for each specialization were given in the details 

below for the offline written test/interview or both. 

Note:  

 The written test/interview or both will be in hybrid (offline/online) mode.  

 

 Candidates must share their confirmation for attending the mode of 

online/offline interview by replying to the interview call letter mail on or 

before 20th July (Saturday). Any request after the deadline for attending the 

interview will not be entertained.  

 Only one request will be considering for the mode of interview. 

 

 The exact time of the interview and Google meet/webex link will be share on 

the same day. 

 IIT Mandi will not provide you with a TA and accommodation. 

 The travel time from Mandi City to Kamand is approximately 45 minutes.  

 GATE syllabus will be considered for the written test, if any. 

 The result of the final selection will be announced in the institute webpage. 
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At the time of interview procedure, the shortlisted candidates should 

bring original & photocopies of all the following documents. 

1. A copy of the application form. 

2. A copy of this email interview call letter. 

3. One updated Resume with photographs 

4. All your self-attested documents (from Class X to onwards). 

i. Metric (marksheet/passing certificate) 

ii. Intermediate (10+2) mark sheet/passing certificate 

iii. B.Tech./B.E. 1st to 8th semester marksheet & degree. 

iv. B.Tech./B.E. Provisional certificate and degree of U.G. 

5. Qualifying valid GATE/NET score card. 

6. SC/ST/ OBC-NCL/ category must produce certificate of the same. Certificate 
related to OBC-NCL should be issued in the current financial year (1-4-
2024). 

7. NOC & experience letter for Part time candidates/self-sponsored 

candidates. 

1. Shortlisting criteria for M.Tech. (Research) + Ph.D. dual degree in 
Remote sensing and Geoinformatics Engineering 
 

1. First preference is considered for shortlisting. 

2. Marks in 12th Class 

a) 7.0 CGPA or 70% for OBC(NCL) candidate. 

b) 6.5 CGPA or 65% for SC/ST/PD candidate. 

3. B.E./B.Tech. in Civil Engineering/ Electronics/ ECE/ Geo-informatics or MSc in 

Geology/ Geoinformatics/ RS & GIS with valid GATE qualified score in above 

mentioned related areas. 

 
(a) 8.0 CGPA or 80% Aggregate in U.G and GATE score of minimum 400 for 

OBC(NCL) candidate. 

(b) 7.0 CGPA or 70% Aggregate in U.G and GATE score of minimum 375 for 

SC/ST/PD candidate. 

4. B.Tech./B.E. from CFTI institute with CGPA >=8 on a 10.0-point scale (or 

equivalent), National level examination (GATE/NET) is waived off for HTRA 

fellowship. 

List of Provisionally Shortlisted candidates:  Nil 
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2. Shortlisting criteria for M.Tech. (Research) + Ph.D. dual 
degree in Geotechnical Engineering 
 

1. First two preferences are considered for shortlisting.  

 
2. B.Tech./B.E. inCivil/Mechanical/Environmental/Agriculture/Thermodynamic

-s Engineering or related areas with valid GATE qualified score. 

 
a) 65% Aggregate or 6.5 CGPA in UG and GATE score of minimum 325 for OBC 

(NCL)/PD candidate 
b) 60% Aggregate or 6.0 CGPA in UG and GATE score of minimum 300 for 

SC/ST candidate. 

 
3. B.Tech./B.E. from CFTI institute with CGPA >=8 on a 10.0-point scale (or 

equivalent), National level examination (GATE/NET) is waived off for HTRA 

fellowship. 

Interview Mode: Hybrid (Offline/Online) 

Date of Interview/Time: 23rd July, 2024 (Tuesday) at 10: 00 am 

Venue: A11 building, 5th Floor, Room no. 26, North Campus, IIT Mandi 

 
List of provisionally Shortlisted candidates: 02 
 

Sr. No. Form Number Name of the Applicant 

1.  IITMANDI0001156 VIKASH KUMAR 

2.  IITMANDI0001237 MOHNISH RAJPOOT 
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2. Shortlisting criteria for M.Tech. (Research) + Ph.D. dual 
degree in Structural/Earthquake Engineering 
 

1. 1st preference is considered for shortlisting.  

 

2. B.Tech./B.E. in Civil Engineering with minimum  

a) 65% Aggregate or 6.5 CGPA in UG for OBC (NCL)/PD candidate. 

b) 60% Aggregate or 6.0 CGPA in UG for SC/ST candidate.  

 

3. Valid GATE qualified score in above mentioned related areas. 

 

4. B.Tech./B.E. from CFTI institute with CGPA >=8 on a 10.0-point scale (or 

equivalent), National level examination (GATE/NET) is waived off for HTRA 

fellowship. 

 
Interview Mode: Hybrid (Offline/Online) 

Date of Interview/Time: 23rd July, 2024 (Tuesday) at 10: 00 am 

Venue: A11 building, 5th Floor, Room no. 26, North Campus, IIT Mandi 

 

List of provisionally Shortlisted candidates: 10 
 

Sr. No. Form Number Name of the Applicant 

1.  IITMANDI0001156 
 

VIKASH KUMAR 
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3. Shortlisting criteria for M.Tech. (Research) + Ph.D. dual 
degree in Environmental   Engineering 
 

1. 1st preference is considered for shortlisting. 

 

2. B.Tech./B.E. in Civil/Agriculture/Chemical/Environmental 

Engineering/Biotechnology or M.Sc. in Environmental 

science/Chemistry/Geology (Geosciences / Earth Sciences)/ Life science 

(Microbiology / Biotechnology) or related areas with minimum. 

 
a) 73% Aggregate or 7.3 CGPA for OBC (NCL)/PD candidate 

b) 68% Aggregate or 6.8 CGPA for SC/ST candidate 

 

3. Valid GATE qualified score in above mentioned or related areas. 

 

4. B.Tech./B.E. from CFTI institute with CGPA >=8 on a 10.0-point scale (or 

equivalent), National level examination (GATE/NET) is waived off for HTRA 

fellowship 

 
Interview Mode: Hybrid (Offline/Online) 

Date of Interview/Time: 23rd July, 2024 (Tuesday) at 10: 00 am 

Venue: A11 building, 5th Floor, Room no. 26, North Campus, IIT Mandi 

 
List of provisionally Shortlisted candidates: 02 
 

Sr. No. Form Number Name of the Applicant 

1.  
IITMANDI0001165 VIJENDER KALMOTIA 

2.  
IITMANDI0001249 DIVYANSHU KANNAUJIYA 
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5. Shortlisting criteria for M.Tech. (Research) + Ph.D. dual 
degree in Water Resource Engineering 
 

1. All 3 preferences are considered for shortlisting.  

 

2. B.Tech./B.E.  in Civil/Agriculture or any other relevant related areas with 

minimum 

a) 60% Aggregate or 6.0 CGPA in UG for OBC (NCL)/PD candidate. 

b) 55% Aggregate or 5.5 CGPA in UG for SC/ST candidate 

 

3. Valid GATE/NET qualified score in above mentioned or related areas. 

 

4. B.Tech./B.E. from CFTI institute with CGPA >=8 on a 10.0-point scale (or 

equivalent), National level examination (GATE/NET) is waived off for HTRA 

fellowship. 

 

Interview Mode: Hybrid (Offline/Online) 

Date of Interview/Time : 24th July, 2024 (Wednesday) at 10: 00 am 

Venue: A11 building, 5th Floor, Room no. 26, North Campus, IIT Mandi 

 

List of Provisionally Shortlisted candidates: 03 
 

Sr. No. Form Number Name of the Applicant 

1 IITMANDI0001156 VIKASH KUMAR 

2 IITMANDI0001197 BHAJANAWALE AKASH RAOSAHEB 

3 IITMANDI0001249 DIVYANSHU KANNAUJIYA 
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6. Shortlisting criteria for M.Tech. (Research) + Ph.D. dual 
degree in Transport Engineering 
 
1. 1st preference is considered for shortlisting.  

2. B.Tech./B.E. inCivil/Transport/Mechanical/Environmental/Agriculture/Thermod

ynamics Engineering or related areas with valid GATE qualified score. 

a. 65% Aggregate or 6.5 CGPA in UG and GATE score of minimum 325 for OBC 

(NCL)/PD candidate 

b. 60% Aggregate or 6.0 CGPA in UG and GATE score of minimum 300 for 

SC/ST. 

3. B.Tech./B.E. from CFTI institute with CGPA >=8 on a 10.0-point scale (or 

equivalent), National level examination (GATE/NET) is waived off for HTRA 

fellowship. 

Interview Mode: Hybrid (Offline/Online) 

Date of Interview/Time: 23rd July, 2024 (Tuesday) at 10: 00 am 

Venue: A11 building, 5th Floor, Room no. 26, North Campus, IIT Mandi 

 

List of Provisionally Shortlisted candidates: 01 
 

Sr. No. Form Number Name of the Applicant 

1 IITMANDI0001260 
 

SURAJ PRAJAPAT 
 

 

Important notes: 

 B.E./AMIE/other equivalent exams are considered as B.Tech. 
 

 All above mentioned candidates are provisionally shortlisted subject to submission of 
qualify degree at the time of admission, if selected during the interview.  

 
 Applications with incomplete data are rejected. 

 
 All the shortlisted candidates will receive a separate communication with more details about 

the selection process. If you do not receive any communication in couple of days, then please 
contact at scene_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in  

 
 If you are qualifying as per the shortlisting criteria and your name is not on the list, kindly 

inform immediately at scene_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in with details about your application. 
 

 If you do not meet the shortlisting criteria mentioned above even though your name is on 
the list of shortlisted candidates, kindly inform immediately at 
scene_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in with details about your application. If so, your 
candidature will not be considered for further processing. 

 
 Your candidature will not be considered for admission if you do not meet the shortlisting 

criteria even though your name is on the shortlist. Your admission will get cancel in such case 
 

*****End**** 


